Supporting Math Doers
From program basics to best practices, we invite you to engage in foundational workshops for
enVisionmath2.0 New York and then create a professional learning path that is right for you.

Program Activation

Program Implementation Essentials

Get orientated to the enVisionmath2.0 New York
components and design, so you are ready for
Day 1 in the classroom.
Session Objectives include:

Go deeper with enVisionmath2.0 New York,
learning to use best practices within the teaching
and learning cycle.
Session Objectives include:

• Link enVisionmath2.0 to the NGLS-M and
		NCTM’s Mathematics Teaching Practices
• Partake in a lesson simulation and debrief
• Unpack topic, lessons and assessments
• Navigate print and digital features that can be
		leveraged to support all learners
• Access MyPearsonTraining for on-demand
		trainings

• Practice instructional strategies that encourage
		students to become doers of mathematics
• Prepare to utilize instructional support that
		takes students to the next level of learning
• Partake in a model lesson followed by an
		in-depth debrief of student and teacher moves
• Identify opportunities to support the advanced
		literacies

		1 Day | ISBN:121160 | Price: $1650

		1 Day | ISBN:121760 | Price: $1650

Coaching Cycle Packages
Our enVisionmath2.0 Coaching Cycle deepens teaching and learning practices in a focus area that
you choose from a series of options. Depending on your goals for this focus area, select either our
three, five, ten or fifteen-day package, each consisting of job-embedded coaching for teachers and
administrators and a mini-workshop, all connected to your chosen focus area. A sample schedule
featuring each component of the Coaching Cycle is provided on the next page.
Three-Day Option

| ISBN:124380 | Price: $4,950

Five-Day Option

| ISBN:124390 | Price: $8,250

Ten-Day Option

| ISBN:124400 | Price: $16,500

Fifteen-Day Option | ISBN:124410 | Price: $24,750

Vendor No: PRE105000 | Contract No: 7000642

Create Your Professional Learning Path with
Pearson’s enVisionmath2.0 Coaching Cycle Packages

Sample 5-Day Coaching Cycle
Focus Area: Student Inquiry

Focus Area Options

(Select one per coaching cycle)
1.		Problem-Based Learning: Through this student-centered approach learners use complex, 		
			engaging math problems to construct standards-based knowledge (i.e., knowledge
			anchored by the New York State Next Generation Mathematics Learning Standards).
2.		Student Inquiry: Generating curiosity and excitement, students learn to develop questions 		
			and attempt various solutions to math problems. They deepen their inquiry by presenting 		
			their findings and reflecting upon their process and product.
3.		Math Practices: The New York State Next Generation Mathematics Standards for
			Mathematical Practice describe the “processes and proficiencies” applied by “doers” of 		
			math and strengthened through daily instruction. .

Day 1

4.		Effective Teaching Practices: Connecting research with practice, NCTM identifies 			
			these eight teaching practices as essential for developing student understanding and 		
			performance in the math classroom.

Job-embedded coaching focused on
student inquiry (student work and and
classroom anecdotes help personalize
the afternoon’s Mini-Workshop).

5.		Questioning and Discussion: These key learning strategies support effective problem			solving, strengthen content knowledge, develop academic language, and enhance
			collaboration skills.

Mini-Workshop, Part I: Introduce
Student Inquiry and Related
Instructional Practices using a
model enVision lesson

6.		English Language Development: Critical, lesson-specific supports provide access to
			content and amplify mathematical and academic language.
7.		Advanced Literacies: Advanced Literacies involve the skills that enable written and spoken
			communication for increasingly-complex academic and social purposes. These skills play
			a vital role in the mathematics classroom.
8. Formative Assessment: Assessment that is formative drives instruction and positively
			affects student learning in an ongoing manner. Formative assessment occurs daily as 		
		 teachers and students use misconceptions to reveal key mathematical concepts and
			procedures.

Day 2

Vendor

Job-embedded coaching focused on
student inquiry and related instructional
No:
PRE105000 | Contract No:
practices

Day 4
Job-embedded coaching focused on
student inquiry and related instructional
practices

Day 5
Job-embedded coaching focused on
student inquiry and related instructional
practices, and/or Focus Walk with
Leadership Team.
Mini-Workshop, Part II: Reflect on
the Student Inquiry Coaching
Cycle (student work and classroom
7000642
anecdotes help reflect on the focus
area)

Day 3
Job-embedded coaching focused on
student inquiry and related instructional
practices

9.		Technology-Enhanced Learning: From videos and interactive manipulatives to digitally			enhanced presentations, students’ mathematical experience is enhanced with enVision’s 		
			technology.
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Vendor No: PRE105000 | Contract No: 7000642

We look forward to working with you to meet your needs and improve math throughout the city.
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